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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Museum artifact digitization is typically limited to using specific equipment for capture, or to the 
duration of funded digitization projects and tied to particular institutions. There is a focus on individual 
capture, but artifacts are rarely contextualised further, utilising interactive media, such as interactive 
displays, VR/AR [3].  

This PhD aims to study current approaches in low-cost capture of digital artifacts, and their 
contextualisation in interactive media experiences, co-located to institutions or otherwise. The outcome 
of the study can inform the development of a widely accessible, non-intrusive low-cost capture 
approach. The captured artifacts generated by such an approach should be recorded in a form suitable 
for re-use in interactive media. A subsequent outcome of the PhD is the development of tools to assist 
contextualisation in interactive media for different existing UX approaches. 

Prospective applicants are encouraged to contact the Supervisor before submitting their applications. 
Applications should make it clear the project you are applying for and the name of the supervisors. 

Academic qualifications 
A first degree (at least a 2.1) ideally in Computer Science with a good fundamental knowledge of 
computer graphics and/or high-performance computing. 

English language requirement 
IELTS score must be at least 6.5 (with not less than 6.0 in each of the four components). Other, 
equivalent qualifications will be accepted.  Full details of the University’s policy are available online. 

Essential attributes: 

• Experience of fundamental computer graphics

• Competent in programming and optimisation

• Knowledge of real-time application development

• Good written and oral communication skills

• Strong motivation, with evidence of independent research skills relevant to the project

• Good time management

Desirable attributes: 
Programming experience in C/C++ or C#, and shader or compute languages. 
Good knowledge of linear algebra. 
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Enquiries For informal enquiries about this PhD project, please contact Dr Babis 
Koniaris (b.koniaris@napier.ac.uk) 
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